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Abstract—The WEBSOM methodology, proven effective for building very large
text archives, includes a method that extracts labels for each document cluster
assigned to nodes in the map. However, the WEBSOM method needs to retrieve
all the words of all the documents associated to each node. Since maps may have
more than 100,000 nodes and since the archive may contain up to seven million
documents, the WEBSOM methodology needs a faster alternative method for
keyword selection. Presented here is such an alternative method that is able to
quickly deduce meaningful labels per node in the map. It does this just by
analyzing the relative weight distribution of the SOM weight vectors and by taking
advantage of some characteristics of the random projection method used in
dimensionality reduction. The effectiveness of this technique is demonstrated on
news document collections.
Index Terms—Keyword extraction, text archives, WEBSOM, random projection.
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VERY LARGE TEXT ARCHIVES

TEXT archives now run in the order of millions of documents. With
such sizes of text archives being processed, words that appear at
least once in the text corpus, even after removal of very common
(stop) words, run to more than 100,000! One important methodology that is effective in archiving up to seven million text
documents is the WEBSOM [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], which
uses a “Self-Organizing Map” (SOM) at the core of its archiving
technique. A number of other SOM-based text archiving techniques have been described in the literature [8], [9], [10], [11]. They
differ mainly in the preprocessing and postprocessing stages of the
archiving process.
WEBSOMs need automatic procedures for extracting keywords
of archived documents which are useful for browsing purposes.
Extracting keywords for maps based on the WEBSOM methodology, however, is not straightforward because of a random projection
method that is employed to compress the large but sparse input
term frequency vectors. The WEBSOM methodology does include
an automatic keyword extraction procedure [6], which we refer to
as the “Lagus method.” The procedure, however, is rather slow. It
computes the relative frequencies of all the words of all the
documents associated to each node and then compares these to the
relative frequencies of words of the other nodes in the map. Since
maps may have more than 100,000 nodes and the archive may
contain up to seven million documents, the existing method is not
practical. Another keyword extraction method has been reported
[8], but this was not done on input vectors that have gone through
random projection.
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The alternative method we describe in this paper deduces the
keywords by just analyzing the relative weight distribution of the
SOM weight vectors and by taking advantage of some characteristics of the random projection method. Our method is several
orders of magnitude faster than the current WEBSOM technique,
and yet retrieves fairly the same keywords as the WEBSOM
method.
Keyword selection is important because it allows SOMs to be
used as a novel interface for navigating through a text archive [5],
[7]. Keywords extracted as labels for clusters of documents give the
user a clue as to what are contained in the documents. In addition,
knowing the top keywords per unit allows the assigning of
nonuniform weights to the different dimensions of centroids-based
text classification algorithms [12], [13], [14]. Central to these
techniques, of course, is an effective way of knowing which
dimensions (i.e., keywords) should receive more weight. Likewise,
when developing hierarchical SOMs [9], it is often useful to
allocate different weight distributions to different layers of the tree.
There again, it is important to know which are the central
keywords. Finally, being able to explain why documents are
grouped together is important in document clustering [15]. Again,
the major keywords of each cluster is of critical value.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
the WEBSOM methodology and the random projection method.
Section 3 describes and analyzes the process of deducing the most
important keywords for each unit of the map. The effectiveness of
the keyword deduction method is illustrated in Section 4, while
Section 5 assesses the quality of keywords extracted by the
proposed method.

2

WEBSOM METHODOLOGY FOR TEXT ARCHIVING

The SOM training algorithm used by WEBSOM is among the most
well-known neural network training algorithms with a large
number of reported applications [16], [17], [18], [19]. In text
archiving and retrieval, the most prominent use of SOMs has been
the WEBSOM. In this text archiving methodology, a standard stopword removal and stemming preprocessing procedure are
conducted on the text collection, after which a two-step dimensionality reduction process is performed prior to training the map.
The individual nodes of the map are then labeled, and once
labeled, the map is ready for browsing and searching.
The dimensionality reduction procedure includes the compression of the very high dimensional, but largely sparse term
frequency vector using a random projection method that was
reported in [1] by Kohonen and in [4], [7] by Kohonen et al. and
studied by Kaski in [19]. Given a document vector ni 2 <n , where
the elements of the vector are normalized term frequencies, and
given a random m  n matrix R whose elements per column are
normally distributed. One can compute the projection xi 2 <m of
the original document vector ni on a much lower dimensional
space (i.e., m  n) using x i ¼ R ni , where R is the random
projection matrix. Each term is randomly mapped to r dimensions
and each dimension, in turn, is associated with approximately
rn=m terms, where m is the number of dimensions in the
compressed input vector, and n is the original number of
keywords prior to random projection. Despite compressing the
number of dimensions to under 1 percent of the original number,
most of the original information content necessary for effective text
classification and archiving are preserved. This very elegant and
efficient document encoding procedure is one feature of WEBSOM
that truly stands out, despite the difficulty it presents as far as
keyword extraction is concerned.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of region codes based on the origin of the news documents. Also shown are the extracted keywords for some portions of the map.

3

ALTERNATIVE METHOD FOR EXTRACTING
MEANINGFUL LABELS FOR EACH NODE

It must be underscored that document encoding by random
projection is not exclusive to WEBSOM and so our method for
extracting meaningful labels for document clusters is applicable to
any centroids-based text archiving system that uses randomprojection for document encoding. However, just so we can
compare our method with an existing WEBSOM keyword
extraction method, we limit discussions to WEBSOM archives in
the examples and analysis that follow.
The distribution of the weights of every node relative to the
weight distributions of other units in the map determines to which
nodes the various text documents are associated during archiving.
Everything else equal, those terms mapped to high weight values
are more significant than those mapped to lower valued weights.
Since we use random projection, however, where each weight
component has numerous terms mapped to it, there is no
straightforward way to determine which of the keywords truly
contribute significantly to those high weights.
By doing a reverse mapping based on the random projection
matrix, we are able to trace back the various combinations of terms
that contribute to each dimension in the compressed input vector.
From these combinations, we can deduce the set of truly significant
keywords. We highlight the main steps in Fig. 1.
Since the number of dimensions is very small compared to the
number of unique terms N, our method spends most of its time on
step 3, which has OðNÞ complexity. On the other hand, the Lagus
method has to retrieve each word in every document of every node
in the map. Assuming it is able to store all relevant statistics in one
pass through the archive, the retrieval of documents is of order
OðDÞ, where D is the number of documents in the archive. For the
computation of the G measure defined in Section 5 (1), the method
requires roughly Oðn2  NÞ operations, where n is the number of
nodes in the map. In other words, the Lagus method is slower
compared to our method by a factor of about n2 . Furthermore, I/O
operations are much slower to execute and the Lagus method has
to execute at least D read operations. In comparison, our method
does not have to make a single read operation.

4

EXTRACTING KEYWORDS FOR NEWS ARCHIVES

Our keyword deduction technique was applied on a WEBSOM text
archive of a 1999 CNN news collection. In this collection, each of
the news documents is assigned a class 0; 1; . . . ; 4 depending on
where the news document originated from. The class codes are as
follows: 0: Africa, 1: America, 2: Asia, 3: Europe, and 4: Middle

East. This data set has 7,597 training documents with 33,795 unique
keywords that appear in at least one document. Through feature
selection, the number of dimensions is reduced from 33,795 to
13,630. The random projection process further reduced the number
of dimensions to only 315.
The trained and labeled 16  16 WEBSOM is shown as a map of
region codes 0 to 4 in Fig. 2. The numbers correspond to the
regions from which at least 50 percent of the news documents of
each node come from. Our keyword extraction technique yielded
the keywords shown in the same figure. Comparing the extracted
keywords with the region codes, the deduced keywords obviously
give a much better picture of what the clusters of documents are
pertaining to. For example, there is a group of documents that
discuss the plight of Augusto Pinochet. The “Middle East section”
at the lower left corner of the map are documents about Iraq and
the Middle East conflict. Many of the European documents on the
lower right corner of the map are about the war in Kosovo.
Since news stories that are reported in one continent, say Asia,
may pertain to totally unrelated events such as the North-South
Korea conflict and the Anwar Ibrahim arrest in Malaysia, the
region code alone does not reveal much about the specific news
stories. This is why automatically extracted keywords are better
node labels than the region codes in terms of giving users an idea
of what topics are discussed in the documents associated to each
node. Extracted keywords are actually based on the relative
frequencies of the words used in the documents, while manually
assigned labels may be based on something else.
The keyword deduction technique was also applied to a
WEBSOM text archive of a subset of the Reuters 21,578 news
collection, a text collection that has been well-studied from the
point of view of text classification. This text collection is
significantly different from the CNN collection in that each
document can be assigned to multiple categories. Also, the
manually assigned category labels, such as “corn,” “coffee,” and
“money-fx,” are much more descriptive than the news origin labels
of the CNN collection. Since some classes in the original Reuters
collection have zero or just a handful of news stories per class, we
have used only a subset of the original news collection. Our
experiment on the trained SOM using both the entire news
collection and the subset we used here was reported in [10]. Details
about the extracted keywords for the Reuters subset can be found
in [11]. As for the assessment of the quality of the keywords
extracted based on both this news collection and the CNN
collection, this is presented in the next section.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of region codes based on the origin of the news documents. Also shown are the extracted keywords for some portions of the map.

5

ASSESSING THE KEYWORD EXTRACTION METHOD

The keyword extraction technique by Lagus and Kaski [6], against
which our method is benchmarked in this section, directly
computes the relative frequencies of occurrence of all words in
all the documents assigned to a given node in the map. A goodness
measure G, defined below, is used to rank the words as to how
much they meaningfully represent a given node (in Lagus and
Kaski [6], this is the G2 measure):
P
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where R0j is the region of units that form the same cluster as unit j
and R2j is the region of units much farther away from unit j,
considered to be outside the cluster. The relative frequencies of
each word w for a given unit k, denoted by Fk ðwÞ, is the number of
times the term w occurs in unit k normalized by the total number of
occurrences of all words in all the documents assigned to unit k.
We used the Lagus method as the benchmark method1 since the
method is based on an exhaustive retrieval of all word lists of all
documents associated to each and every node in the map. Table 1
presents the percentage of keywords extracted by our method that
match the keywords extracted by the Lagus method for both the
CNN and Reuters collections. Over all, for the two news collections
we studied, we claim that our method extracts fairly the same
keywords as the Lagus method. The fact that our method extracts
more or less the same keywords is significant in that our method
extracts keywords without digging out the individual word lists.
We still have not established, however, whether, in fact, the
keywords extracted both by the Lagus method and our method
1. Work by Rauber and Merkl [8] assumes a one-to-one correspondence
between the terms and the dimensions of the weight vectors, which is not
true under random projection.

are, in fact, meaningful. To circumvent the lack of an authoritative
benchmark data set, we used the titles of news documents as the
basis for assessing the quality of our extracted keywords. We take
title words as the target keywords and that our keyword extraction
method must be able to extract these title words. We argue that
news reporters and editors know best as to which few words aptly
describe each news story. Note that precision (i.e., proportion of
extracted words that are also title words) is more important than
recall (i.e., proportion of title words that are extracted as keywords)
because some words in the title have functional roles, meant only
to complete that thought evoked by the true keywords in the title.
There are 2,023 news articles in our Bveritas collection, with
21,090 unique stemmed words after stop-word removal and
stemming. We then determined how much of the extracted
keywords match with any of the title words in the documents
that form the cluster for which the keywords have been extracted.
Table 2 presents the average percentage match for the top 1, 3, and

TABLE 1
Percentage of the Top Three Keywords Per Node Extracted
by Our Method that Match the Top 1, 3, or 8 Keywords Extracted
for the Same Nodes Using the Lagus Method
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TABLE 2
Percent of Top Three Keywords Extracted Per Unit that Match
the Top 1, 3, and 8 Keywords Extracted for the Same Units
Using the Lagus Method, Based on the Bveritas Collection

NO. 3,
[2]

[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

[7]
[8]

[9]
Also shown are the percentage matches with title words when considering the top
1, 3, and 8 keywords extracted by our liGHtSOM method and the Lagus method.

8 keywords. As a baseline figure, if words were selected at
random, the estimated percentage match with title words is just
4 percent. The results confirm that the extracted keywords reflect
the kinds of words that human experts would assign to news
documents.
The best values that we found for the Lagus method, after
trying out different values for the two radius parameters of the G2
measure, are also shown in Table 2, along with the match rates
between our method and the Lagus method. The percentage match
rates are given on a per z-value basis, even for the Lagus method
because only those nodes for which our method was able to extract
keywords were included. This is a fairer comparison, otherwise,
the Lagus method will register very low values (i.e., keywords
with low G2 scores would be included).

6

CONCLUSION

Keyword extraction methods for WEBSOM document archives,
that have more than 100,000 nodes in the map and that may
contain up to seven million documents, must avoid retrieving all
the words of all the documents associated to each map unit. The
method we describe in this paper deduces the keywords by just
analyzing the relative weight distribution of the SOM weight
vectors and by taking advantage of some characteristics of the
random projection method used in dimensionality reduction prior
to training.
We demonstrated the effectiveness of our technique by
applying it on a WEBSOM archive of the CNN and Reuters text
collections. The quality of our keyword extraction method is then
methodically assessed by comparing the keywords extracted by
our method with those extracted using the WEBSOM (Lagus)
method. A high percentage of the keywords we extract match the
top keywords extracted for the same nodes using the Lagus
method. We conclude that our method is a fast alternative for
WEBSOM-based archiving systems since, unlike the Lagus
method, it does not need to dig out all the words of all the
documents associated to every node in the map and yet extracts
fairly the same keywords.
We likewise showed that a high percentage of our extracted
keywords are, in fact, in the title of the news stories that we used in
our experiments. Since the titles have been chosen by the
newspaper editors and reporters, these are reasonable benchmark
targets. We intend to use this keyword extraction method on a
much larger online news integration archive that we are currently
developing. Its extension to key-phrase extraction is also being
explored.
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